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WOMEN* ON THE MOVE BREAKING BORDERS
Join us on our two weeks summer tour of making it “Loud and Clear” through travelling,
having Fun, in condemning racism, sexism and all kinds of lager, deportation, vouchers and
the new repressive laws governing refugees.
We want to visit with you in solidarity the cities in the south especially Bavaria and condemn
Seehofer now minister for Interior and Heimat, and for many years being responsible of
creating more restrictive asylum laws and refugee camps. His “Anker” (Ankufts-Entscheidung
und-Rückführungszentren”/ Arrival-decision- and deportation centers ) role model system.
We want to let the politicians know, that their colonial policies of closing borders are the
reasons for flight and are responsible for the human rights violations and deaths.
For this reason they should stop dividing and discriminating us into those with more rights of
stay and those with no chances at all.
We have been fighting to change this political concept and we want to continue with your
solidarity regardless of whom you are or where you are from. Our aim is and has always been
to enable refugees who identifying themselves as women* to stand up for our rights as
women* living in this society.
Through workshops, demonstration, meetings and discussions:
We want to raise our voices “Loud and Clear” in breaking racist and sexist borders,
borders which are visible or invisible, borders which the society ignores or looks the other way
because they do not affect them directly. Borders termed as “cultural” or those existing
in our minds. We are aware of those borders and we want to point them out and make them
visible, so that we can break them.
We want to say, “Loud and Clear”:
Freedom of movement, right to come, right to go, right to stay!
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